The Association of Asia Pacific Physical Societies Council Meeting

President Professor Shoji Nagamiya AAPPS

The Association of Asia Pacific Physical Societies (AAPPS) is an umbrella organization having as its members the Physical Societies/Institutes in the region. It is devoted to the promotion of research, teaching and regional collaboration in physics.

Recently, the need for cooperation and/or collaboration among asian physicists has increased substantially in many fields of physics, primarily because asian contribution to physics is now extremely important and globally visible. Hence, there is a need for cooperation and collaboration among asian physicists and asian physical societies.

The AAPPS serves as a true union for all Physical Societies in the Asian and Pacific regions.

Date: 15 to 16 June 2012  
Venue: Nanyang Executive Centre, NTU

For more information, please contact Miss Jacinta at linghui@ntu.edu.sg.